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UK charity, Hope and Aid Di-
rect, partners to help Syrian 
refugees

This reports comprises the Annual Review for Crossroads Global Village (UK), (CGV 
UK), for the year ended, December 2015.

The principle vision of CGV UK continues to be a charity which links people in need 
with those who can provide help, being, as the name implies, a crossroads that 
brings them together through three services: Global Hand, Global Handicrafts and 
Global X-perience.

These services support many of the global issues being addressed by NGOs and 
companies in the UK: the refugee challenge, disasters, educational need, corporate 
social responsibility and, of course, entrenched poverty. This Annual Review tracks 
our activities in response to those challenges over the past twelve months. We 
extend our profound gratitude to all our donors, supporters and partners who have 
made this possible.

CGV UK has global reach, but its strongest links are with businesses, charities and 
NGOs based in the UK.

SUMMARY STATEMENT

CHANNELLING UK GOODWILL, AT HOME AND ABROAD
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DISASTERS

“In natural crises, human beings forget, for a while, their 
prejudices: neighbours help neighbours and strangers 

help strangers.”

Those words, from the inspirational, late Mary Angelou, 
describe exactly how the world responded to Nepal’s 
harrowing experience in April, 2015. The earthquake 

which killed 8000 people and injured 21,000 was 
Nepal’s worst in almost 90 years. Whole villages were 

devastated. Hundreds of thousands of people were left 
without shelter, many of them on mountainsides that 
were nearly impossible for rescue workers to reach. 

Aftershocks and landslides brought further devastation. 
A second earthquake, in May, rocked the country again.

 
CGV UK responded too, locally and internationally. 

One of the greatest challenges in 
post disaster scenarios is logistics. 
People are willing to give. Oth-
ers are waiting to receive. Who, 
though, covers the costs of expen-
sive storage in airports, or trucking 
from one place to another in order 
to move valuable goods where 
needed? Logistics companies, in 
this context, can play a life-giving 
role.

We were delighted, then, to pick up 
our phone, soon after the tragedy, 
and hear a company at London’s 
Heathrow Airport say, “Could you 
use free storage for humanitarian 
cargo?” That was the best of ques-
tions, from our perspective. We 
immediately let our partners know.

It was quickly acted upon. As 
companies gave brand new, 

quality clothing for Nepal, HDS 
freight services combined with 
Electronic Handling to provide 
free storage. They took several 
steps further as well, demon-
strating not only generosity, 
but patience. They gave free 
trucking as we needed to move 
the goods on. They also received 
waterproof children’s clothing, 
ideal for Nepal’s impending rainy 
season, which they likewise stored 
and trucked pro bono for those 
helping Nepal.

Finally, as if that were not enough, 
they raised money, among their 
staff, to help meet the costs need-
ed.

Hats off to HDS freight services and 
Electronic Handling for walking the 
talk.

Sally Begbie, Crossroads director, visiting 

Heathrow Airport’s generous freight 

company,  HDS freight services, which 

combined with Electronic Handling to 

facilitate storage, transport and donated 

goods for Nepal.

DONATED STORAGE AND LOGISTICS 

Nepal drawing from UK school 
student in response to the massive 
earthquake. 
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It’s true what people say. Recovery from a 
disaster can take decades. Haiti is one ex-
ample. Six years on from their devastating 
earthquake, in January 2009, and the coun-
try continues to battle to find full recovery. 
More than half the population lives below 
the poverty line and jobs are scarce. Yet fair 
trade is having an impact. Creative Haitian 
artisans have found a way to take used metal 

drums and recycle them into beautiful works 
of art. For many artisans working with the fair 
trade organisation, Comite Artisanal Haitien, 
the money they earn making these crafts is 
their sole income. The Tree of Life (pictured) 
is just one example of the fair trade products 
we have on offer to help disaster victims find 
sustainable ways to rebuild their lives. 

THE LONG ROAD BACK 

“Thank you for returning 
my call!” 

Following Nepal’s trage-
dy, UK citizens sought to 
respond on a daily basis 
and CGV UK found itself 
handling constant 
enquiries. The thanks 
came, frequently, be-
cause people told us they 
didn’t know who to ask 
about ways they could 
offer donated goods or 
services. “We were told 
you’re the ones to talk 
to,” they often said as en-
quiries of that kind were 
routinely referred to us 
by 

other agencies and 
logistics companies. It is 
a prime point of focus of-
fered by our Global Hand 
service.

Those conversations 
were with donors of all 
kinds: large and small, 
corporate or community, 
NGO 
partners or grassroots 
concerned citizen 
initiatives. Some had 
many tons of aid avail-
able. The range was mas-
sive: rescue equipment, 
rescue 
clothing, Ne-

pali 
spe-

cific clothing, cooking 
equipment, 
reconstruction equip-
ment, furniture, children’s 
items, tents and more. 
We never knew what a 
phone call would bring. 
As always, some dona-
tions were a 
better fit than others and 
some easier to transport 
than others. We sought to 
tailor advice to fit the 
scenario, wherever we 
could. Sometimes, that 
meant hooking people 
up with logistics options. 
Sometimes it meant 
matching them with 
NGOs. And, sometimes, 
it meant a suggested 

re-direction of goods to 
people in other countries 
if their goods weren’t on 
the set of 
requested items from 
those in Nepal.

We were regularly in 
touch with relevant con-
sulates, the UN, NGOs, 
airlines, freight and 
logistics 
companies and donors 
in an effort to stay across 
the unfolding nature of 
the 
recovery process and 
conduits for aid, seeking 
to bring relevant parties 
together.

A VOICE ON THE END OF THE PHONE 
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DISASTERS

The Non Residential Nepali 
(NRN) Association is an NGO set 
up, across the world, to provide 
support for the Nepali diaspora. 
This year, however, when 
tragedy hit their mother 
country, its many chapters saw 
members swing into action to 
provide urgent relief for Nepal. 
They directed donated funds, 
goods, professional services 
and volunteers to provide 
immediate relief and ongoing 
support in the reconstruction 
effort.

In the UK, Krishna Bhatta 
(pictured), was our chief 
contact among the NRN 

community. Though based in 
the UK, he began travelling to 
Nepal soon after the  
earthquake and has been  
commuting ever since.

He has worked hard to get 
urgently needed help to 
communities in Nepal, with 
particular concern for those 
who were not being reached by 
other aid conduits. He worked 
tirelessly, both in the UK and in 
Nepal, seeing even his family 
spend weeks, over the summer, 
helping their beloved country 
recover.

UK NEPALIS SUPPORT THEIR HOMELAND 

Following the earthquake, 
new clothing, appropriate to 
both climate and conditions, 
was a valuable gift.

Thermal underwear was 
ideal in combatting the cold 
of Nepal’s mountains. CGV 
UK was grateful when a UK 
company supplied this as 
part of its response effort.

Hi vis waterproof jackets 
were likewise ideal. These 
excellent jackets normally 
retail at approx. 100 GBP 
each, making the donation 
almost 1 million pounds in 

value. They were a well-
placed gift for people in Ne-
pal who were participating 
in the rescue and recon-
struction, particularly in light 
of the region’s imminent 
rainy season. They came in 
an adult range from XS to XL 
and were unisex in design.  
A gift of this quality will help 
not only in the immediate, 
but in years ahead, as the 
reconstruction, in difficult 
locations, will require on-
going provision of suitable 
equipment and clothing.

A hundred multiple-usage winter coats were also donated by UK company, My-companyclothing.com. They had been creatively designed to unzip into three different jackets for varying temperatures and needs. Of superb value, retailing at 185 GBP per piece, they proved a further example of excellent clothing donation for Nepal.

COMBATTING THE ELEMENTS 

 Krishna Bhatta (above) visited Nepal soon after the earthquake to determine strategic ways to assist.
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The level of devastation will take 

years to reconstruct. CGV UK is keen 

to help not only in the short, but 

also the long, term.

The NRN Association was quick to 

respond to the crisis.
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CONFLICT

The calls began in earnest, mid-2015. The UK had seen a surge of media interest in the refugee ‘Jungle’ of Calais where  
thousands of displaced people, mostly from Syria, Eritrea and Somalia, were living in an informal camp, without decent  
facilities or permanent shelter. There were hundreds of unaccompanied minors among them, children in hugely vulnerable 
situations. Across the channel in the UK, people had a heightened awareness of the refugees’ plight, and were desperate to 
help. For many, though, when they started to ask how they could do something to assist, they were told, “just give money.”

In the weeks and months following, CGV UK, which provides something of an advice bureau for UK donors, found life  
particularly hectic. Staff took calls from individuals, community groups and companies who had resources to give, but didn’t 
know how to do so responsibly and effectively. Our UK office linked up with a refugee aid concern group which was serving 
in the Calais camp and kept a regularly updated location list for UK donors. Additionally, we spent massive hours on email, 
and on the phone, discussing logistics options for private and public donors and advising on aid items that were particularly 
needed. 

When goods offered were not among those needed by refugees, our staff helped advise and redirect them elsewhere.  

REFUGEES IN THE CALAIS ‘JUNGLE’ 

Natalya Kan, (pictured right) 
representing CGV UK in the 
Refugee Run: one of our 
Global X-perience simula-
tions for which Natalya has 
undertaken training. 
Participants in this simula-
tion do not watch a video or 
hear a talk. They step, briefly, 
‘into the shoes’ of refugees 
by entering an environment 
which simulates some of 
the struggles and choices 
they face:  ethnic conflict, 

military arrogance, corrup-
tion, disempowerment and 
frustration. 

The cast comprises former 
refugees and aid workers 
who have created this sim-
ulation. The debrief invites 
participants to consider their 
role in responding to the 
refugee challenge, drawing 
on their position or core 
competencies.

‘IN THE SHOES’ OF A REFUGEE 
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We sometimes call them ‘ev-
eryday heroes’: those ordinary 
people who hear of a need 
and cannot help but rally their 
community around a cause. Di 
Jaffreys is one such hero, living 
in Hertfordshire. Her heart was 
broken by the poignant news of 
the drowned Syrian refugee child, 
Alan Kurdi, whose photo was 
widely seen in the news and so-
cial media. Di undertook further 
research into the immensity of 
the refugee plight. She was struck 
by the needs of those reaching 
Turkey, after their long escape 
from the conflict, with minimal 
possessions, sometimes only the 
clothes they were wearing. In  
response, Di posted a plea for 
help on Facebook and told us, 
“the response was really  
overwhelming to say the 
least.”  Not only friends and  
family, but even people she was 
not associated with, began con-
tacting her, the latter  
becoming “the best friends she 
could possibly ask for.” With them, 
she collected quality clothing, 
shoes, bedding and toiletries  
until they had an extraordinary 

145 boxes of goods ready to 
send.
 
It was then that Di turned to 
us for help. All too conscious of 
wanting to give aid that helps, 
not hurts, Di asked our advice for 
a partner who could receive the 
goods and distribute them  
directly to Syrian refugees. 
Logistics challenges meant that 
they could not be transported 
to the Turkish side of the border, 
but they did safely reach Syrian 
refugees on the other side. We 
connected Di with Aid Convoy, an 
NGO eager to receive their  
donation and incorporate it in 
one of relief consignments  
designed to equip refugees as 
they faced the very hard winter.
 
While we work with many large 
companies and multinational 
aid groups, it’s an equal joy to 
help people like Di play their part 
in the effort to care for families 
devastated by the refugee crisis. 
Everyday heroes, yes. Our world 
could use many more!

EVERYDAY HEROES 

Volunteers with Aid Convoy deliver and distribute donated goods to refugees in Syria.
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Winter conditions in the Lebanese tents have been heartbreaking for Syrian refugees.

Winter in the tents of Lebanon can 
be horrendous for refugees. Aid 
workers report people traipsing 
through mud, sometimes up to 
their knees: a freezing, dank envi-
ronment which is taking the lives 
of those most vulnerable, children 
in particular. “We saw another 
child die last night,” said one of our 
colleagues there, calling us for help, 
her tone desperate. Every year is 
seeing babies and little ones die 
either in the tents or in their treach-
erous journey to ‘safety’.
 
The BBC reports mothers and new-
borns who don’t dare leave their 
tent for days on end, and, if they 

do, describes children playing in 
the snow in summer clothing and 
sandals. “We, as aid workers, just 
can’t keep up,” our colleague told 
us, moist-eyed. “It’s heartbreaking 
that we have to turn so many away, 
but the influx of people is beyond 
us.”
 
We’re thankful for groups on the 
‘frontlines’ who are doing all they 
can to provide refugee families 
with warm clothes, blankets and 
food. When CGV UK was offered 
a huge donation of hand-knitted 
woollen vests, hats, mittens and 
blankets for babies and toddlers, 
via the Global Hand website, long-

term partners Epiphany Trust raised 
their hand to accept the donation 
as part of a consignment bound for 
refugees in Lebanon. 
 
As we assist refugees, we resonate 
with the words of António Guterres, 
former UN High Commissioner for 
Refugees, a decade ago, on Refu-
gee Day, June 20th. His words re-
main as true today as then when he 
said all refugees “share a common 
thread of uncommon courage: the 
courage not only to survive but to 
persevere and rebuild their shat-
tered lives.” 

‘A COMMON THREAD OF UNCOMMON COURAGE’ 

CONFLICT

At the time, it was the war no one spoke of. 
The United Nations described it as the most 
neglected disaster in the world. Northern 
Uganda: a place where a nightmare was 
played out, largely unnoticed by the rest of 
humanity, for twenty years. Lord’s Resistance 
Army rebels, led by the infamous Joseph 
Kony, terrorised the local community with 
abductions, mutilations, child-sex slavery, 
child soldiers, murder, rape and destruction of 
property.

Many, for safety, had to live in camps (pic-
tured right) for IDPs (Internally Displaced 
Persons). Some were there for twenty years in 
a battle for survival. No education. Little or no 
medical care. Intermittent food supplies. And, 
even inside the camps, no absolute guarantee 
of safety.

Today, with the conflict behind them, this 

devastated community is trying to 
start over. How, though, can they do 
so when many have had no educa-
tion, the infrastructure has been de-
stroyed and people have neither the 
skills nor resources to be employed. 
Our partners tell us employment is just 
over 1% in their area.

So when we learned that the jewellery, 
pictured right,  was made in this area, it 
was a surprise. They have few resourc-
es, but, with great creativity, make 
necklaces and earrings from newspa-
per which they carefully colour and 
bead. It has been a great seller with 
Crossroads and, with every sale, we 
delight that a measure of help is being 
put together for those braving recovery 
in this region which has endured far 
too much suffering.

THE WAR NO ONE SPOKE OF 
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As overcrowded boats reached Lesvos, Greece, volunteers from Hope and Aid Direct helped Syrian refugees ashore, with aid  on hand. The joy of even the littlest was palpable. 

It is a powerful slogan: “We take aid, not sides.” NGO, 
Hope and Aid Direct, has coined it to express their 
commitment to help in countries torn apart by war. 
They take practical steps to care for people whose 
livelihoods have been suspended as they cope with 
the battle for life, day to day. Hope and Aid Direct 
responded, then, when, a UK construction compa-
ny was rebranding its uniforms, and contacted us 
with an offer of high quality clothing for people in 
need. They gratefully accepted the donation of 276 
jackets, 69 fleeces, 80 sweatshirts and 12 Storm-
beater Jackets. They took them as part of a major 
aid truckload they had prepared for the tragic need 
in the island of Lesvos, where boatloads of refugees 
have been filling its under-resourced community.

WE TAKE AID, NOT SIDES 
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EDUCATION

“People here are walking 
around almost naked. 
Children too. You see elderly 
people who are close to 
dying, living in a state of 
hopelessness.”

Crossroads’ West African 
Representative visited a 
remote village in western 
Nigeria, at our request, and 
was shocked by its poverty. 
“We are poor ourselves,” he 
said, “but things here used 
to be better. Now, though, 
they have deteriorated.” 
There aren’t the signs of 
progress, however slow, 
that are evident in other 
communities. Here there are 
no bricks being moulded 
or sand poured, nothing 
to indicate that a place is 
growing and developing.

The hope for such commu-
nities lies in their children. If 

they can access education 
and opportunity, they have 
a chance to rise above the 
cyclical poverty that grips 
some of these remote com-
munities. Guildance Com-
munity Development Foun-
dation is one NGO holding 
out a torch of hope for its 
area’s people. They run pro-
grammes for orphans and 
vulnerable children, and in 
community health and HIV/
Aids education. They also 
train youth as ‘Guildance 
ambassadors’ who learn 
leadership skills to improve 
their communities. 

In 2015, Guildance raised 
their hand for three sepa-
rate donations made by UK 
schools, through CGV UK’s 
Global Hand ‘matching‘ 
service. 

Fryent Primary School 

in London had scores of 
clothing items to donate, 
after their school rebrand-
ed. The vast majority of 
the sweatshirts, tshirts and 
caps were brand new and 
photos show them in use 
by children in marginalised, 
difficult-to-reach commu-
nities.

A Leicestershire second-
ary school donated 435 
books after moving to a 
new curriculum. Guildance 
was delighted to claim the 
books for older students in 
their programmes.

 Edward Wilson Primary 
School in West London was 
changing their school logo, 
but didn’t want to waste 
the clothes that held the 
old branding. They offered 
a large quantity of uniform 
items, 85% of them new, 

and Guildance received 
them to distribute to chil-
dren in their programmes.

We’re grateful to these gen-
erous UK schools for such 
responsible approaches to 
their superseded goods and 
our representative’s visit 
highlighted, the more, how 
valuable these basic neces-
sities can be. It’s a delight, 
in particular, to see schools 
helping schools. “These 
children are joyful,” said our 
staff member after visiting. 
“They’re eager to learn, very 
eager. It would blow your 
mind to see how, when 
opportunity is offered, they 
grab it.”

Thank you to Guildance 
Community Development 
for being that opportunity 
for so many children. 

UK SCHOOLS WITH A CONSCIENCE 

Faced with a life of rural poverty, children in the 

area, we’re told, are eager to learn and forge a dif-

ferent future. They are indebted to the supportive 

UK schools who help make that possible.

Generous UK schools have seen quality donated uniforms, large and small, assist people in rural Nigeria.
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“I never understood until 
it happened to me!”
 
How often those words 
are spoken. People have 
head knowledge of a 
major issue but, when 
they encounter it per-
sonally, suddenly their 
understanding is radically 
changed.
 
The old proverb captures 
it best. It says, “I can’t 
understand a man until I 
have walked a mile in his 
shoes.”
 
It is not always possible, 
or appropriate, to take 
visitors to countries and 
communities where they 
will encounter need first 
hand. What is possible, 
though, is to simulate 

global challenges, and, in 
that sense, bring a brief 
encounter with those 
challenges through expe-
riential learning. 
 
Why are our educational 
programmes experiential? 
 
It is tragically easy to re-
duce the agony of world 
need to a set of statistics 
or data on a pie chart. 
Our goal is to work with 
people in need, to bring 
alive, even under limited 
conditions, the dilemmas 
they face. The outcome, 
participants tell us, is not 
only deeper and more 
memorable education, 
but also empathy of a 
kind they have not often 
known before. 
 

CGV UK has 
prepared 
a range of 
simulation 
topics, includ-
ing blindness, 
hunger, poverty, 
fair trade. We 
also offer one 
on cross-cultural 
adjustment/
adaptation.  With 
this year’s unprecedented 
migration crisis, and the 
need to absorb refugees 
into communities across 
the UK, cross-cultural ed-
ucation is proving of par-
ticular interest in the UK. 
Natalya Kan, a specialist 
in experiential learning, 
undertook training for 
this simulation to assist 
CGV UK in offering it to 
the public. (See photo)

EDUCATION THROUGH X-PERIENCE 

Natalya Kan receiving training 

with Jason Noble, head of 

Crossroads’ Engagement, and 

David Begbie, director of Global 

X-perience.

Many of our African partners write to us about village 
schools in need: places where children meet for class 
under a tree and write with sticks in the dust for lack 
of proper stationery. So when a UK office stationery 
supplier had five pallets of exercise books to give 
away, we knew the gift would be valuable. 

After the offer went up on Global Hand, there was 
a rapid response from an African NGO, SuhoG, a 
dynamic group that runs programmes for Africa’s 
rural poor. They quickly came back to us with photos 
of grateful kids who received them in Kenya and 
Nigeria. “Thank you for the difference this made,” they 
wrote. “They came in their hundreds for the books!”

KIDS “CAME IN THEIR 
HUNDREDS” 
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CSR Seoul Initiative with Matt Gow, top, VP  

of Crossroads’ Global Hand and Natalya 

Kan, above, representing CGV UK. 

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBLITY

Crossroads works with 
companies who have a se-
rious commitment to CSR, 
Corporate Citizenship, 
Sustainable Development 
and similar initiatives 
addressing the issues 
facing our planet and its 
people. Some 
approach us for advice on 
how to start using their 
core strengths for good. 
Others come seeking 
new projects to add to a 
mature CSR programme. 
We love to have these 
conversations with com-
panies large and small, 
helping them explore 
the question, “What’s my 
place in a world in need?” 
It’s a question that applies 
as much to companies as 
to individuals. 

In 2015, with this in mind, 
Crossroads staff attended 
the CSR Seoul Initiative 
Conference in Korea, 
where CSR is still a grow-
ing concept. Natalya Kan 
representing Crossroads 
Global Village UK, herself 
with Korean heritage, was 
well-placed to attend and 
be part of the conver-
sation. She is also able 
to follow up with larger 
Korean companies in the 
UK who are interested in 
partnering with charities. 

Speakers from major 
companies, including 
Nescafe and Samsung, 
shared their CSR models, 
and ways social respon-

sibility can connect 
with the United 
Nations Global 
Compact. Matt 
Gow, Vice Presi-
dent of Crossroads’ 
Global Hand, was 
invited to present 
on the use of tech-
nology solutions 
for development 
problems. The 
event was a valu-
able time to make 
connections and 
promote the ser-
vices of CGV UK, as 
well as maintain our 
position in the indus-
try as a crossroads for 
those interested in 
for-profit/non-profit 
partnerships.

A CROSSROADS FOR CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY 

Where education is beyond a 
population’s reach, unemployment 
gets passed from one generation 
to the next. That is why we get 
excited about groups which not 
only undertake fair trade, with a 
fair income and fair conditions, but 
also the training needed to equip 
people for dignified employment.
 
Tintsaba uses a widely available 
weed from Swaziland and trans-
forms it into high class products, 
well received round the world, 
including the UK. Tintsaba in-
vests deeply into its staff, whom 
it describes as ‘Remarkable 
Women’. They are taught to be 
master-weavers and silversmiths. 
Those, and there are many, who 
come semi-illiterate are taught to 
read and write. All are given further 

self-development courses too. And 
Tintsaba goes a step further, giving 
education on HIV/AIDS and further 
wholistic topics.
 
Tintsaba teaches, and exercises, 
care for the environment. Be-
cause Sisal, the fibre they use, is 
an invasive weed, it can be used 
without threatening the rural area’s 
biodiversity. The dyes used are 
environmentally safe. The silver in 
which the fibre products are set, 
has a copper core and is certified 
nickle free since the latter can 
induce allergies, as well as, in some 
instances, prove carcinogenic.

Tintsaba is proof positive that edu-
cation plus fair trade yields extraor-
dinary results.

REMARKABLE WOMEN 

EDUCATION Wholistic education sees  these  

‘Remarkable Women’ turn a humble 

weed into high class jewellery and 

other products. 
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POVERTY

Haiti is a dangerous place to be born. 
It’s the poorest country in the western 
hemisphere, beleaguered by unstable 
dictatorships, the devastating earth-
quake of 2010 and the worst cholera 
epidemic of recent history. 

“Haiti is full of inspiring men and 
women seeking to change their na-
tion,” writes Crossroads’ NGO partner, 
Hope Health Action (HHA). “Our job 
is to support them and equip and 
empower sustainable Haitian-led 
change.” HHA’s UK founders have es-
tablished one of the leading hospitals 
in North Haiti. 

They report that Haiti, in today’s 
world, has the highest rates of infant 
and maternal mortality in the region: 
“63% of births take place at home, 
without any medical support.” Hope 
Health Action, as part of that mission 
to improve the health for Haitians, 
provides safe birthing kits for tra-

ditional birthing 
attendants to use at 
home births for better 
hygiene and newborn 
care. 

This year, a UK project 
supported their effort. 
They used our Global 
Hand service to offer 15 cubic 
metres of hand-knitted baby hats, 
jackets, blankets, cardigans and other 
clothing. Hope Health Action raised 
their hand in response, taking these 
brand new items for inclusion in their 
safe birthing kits. 

This was one more instance of what 
has been a long history of provision 
Crossroads has given HHA since 2010, 
when the world stopped in horror as a 
massive earthquake overwhelmed the 
city and its already poor population. 
Over the years, our Global Distribution 
service, from Hong Kong, has sent 

medical equipment, 
food supplements for children, and a 
wide range of products via contain-
er. At the same time, our UK office, 
through the Global Hand service, has 
also ‘matched’ a range of needs.

“The idea that some lives matter less 
is the root of all that’s wrong with the 
world,” wrote anthropologist, Paul 
Farmer, who served as the United Na-
tions Deputy Special Envoy to Haiti.  

We are glad to play our part, modest 
though it is, in the all important battle 
for lives as Haiti moves out of its past 
and into its future. 

A DANGEROUS PLACE TO BE BORN 

Product stewardship is a crucial question for 
manufacturers. How do they avoid defaulting 
to landfill while, at the same time, knowing they 
are placing goods wisely and well?  This was the 
dilemma facing a UK company who called us with 
1000 pairs of brand new trousers.CGV UK  linked 
them with UK NGO Operation Orphan. They 
undertook a massive aid load (pictured) and saw 
them distributed to both sides of the planet.

Others went to Moldova, often described 
as Europe’s poorest country. Partners 
there tell us they meet 50% unemploy-
ment in their towns and 80% in their 
villages. And those who do have jobs  
earn only $100-120 per month. 

Some went to Sierra Leone 
where massive flooding 
had devastated the lives of 
people only just recovering 
from the Ebola crisis, many of 
whom had lost everything. 

PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP: DOING IT ‘WISELY & WELL’

Sierra Leone, 
already battling 
poverty, was badly 
impacted by this 
year’s floods. 

Moldova: often 
described as 
Europe’s 
poorest 
country. 
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The Kosovo war is long over, but its legacy of lingering poverty lives on.

Photo By 
Watchduck 
(a.k.a. Tilman 
Piesk) - Own 
work, CC BY 
3.0, https://
commons.
wikimedia.
org/w/index.
php?cu-
rid=8736260

Natalya Kan has years of 
experience in running 
Struggle for Survival and 
can bring it to your UK 
location

“I spent three months working in the slums of India, but 
during this simulation, I came to see poverty from the other 
side. Now I understand it differently.”

Those words, spoken from the heart by an aid worker, cap-
ture succinctly the reason for Crossroads’ poverty x-perience: 
Struggle for Survival. Participants tell us that, after undertak-
ing it, they have a different perspective. 

In it, time is compressed. Ten minutes equate to a single 
week and, during that time, participants must undertake 

simple, manual labour in order to meet the cost of their rent, 
food, water, sanitation, medical bills and, if possible, edu-
cation. Corruption sees dishonest shopkeepers offer unfair 
rates for good work and abuse of hard-earned efforts. Those 
who can’t make it end up in the hands of a loan shark whose 
demands rarely see them released to a life without debt.

Struggle for Survival takes approximately 1 ½ hours to run 
and can be brought to your venue. You are welcome to email 
us for a booking.

GLOBAL X-PERIENCE: STRUGGLE FOR SURVIVAL 

POVERTY

“The room was blackened, with bare wires lighting the 
dimmest of bulbs. Piles of rotting and filthy clothes 
and other textiles were indistinguishable one from the 
other. There were old rotting food scraps on the floor... 
The old lady slept, we’re told, on a pile in the cor-
ner, on what only just resembled a bed, upon closer 
inspection. After 20 years, this old lady’s living condi-
tions were the worst I’d seen. She is living like a rat in a 
rubbish dump.”
These words, from Crossroads’ partner Hope and Aid 
Direct UK, describe the staff’s heartbreak at the depth 
of need they encountered while recently in Kosovo. 
This woman’s situation represents what is still a deep 
and desperate poverty for thousands of people in this 
recovering region. The Kosovo war ended in 2000, 
and since then, some areas have seen progress and 
rebuilding, but many outside the cities, or on the 
fringes, are still struggling. 

As part of their regular aid trips to the Balkans, Hope 
and Aid Direct incorporated 8 boxes of 20 woollen  

 

blankets each, and nearly 1000 
brand new polo shirts and t-shirts into Kosovo in 2015, 
matched through our Global Hand service. The goods 
were donated by two UK companies who were 
grateful to find a partner to redistribute them to 
people in such great need.

Even as we seek to respond proactively to the victims 
of today’s devastating conflicts, it is also one of our 
goals to partner with those whose lives have been left 
in dire poverty by yesterday’s. 
 
War casts long shadows. 

WAR CASTS LONG SHADOWS 
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Global Handicrafts sells fair 
trade products from around 

the world.

THE POVERTY MATRIX 

There is no simple matrix in coming to terms with poverty. Looking across our planet, we human beings haven’t 
made a good job of managing our world so that all are entitled to a fair chance at life. We, in CGV UK, are therefore 
wary of oversimplifying what is a very complex problem.

One income-generating model, however, in the myriad ways of approaching poverty, is that of fair trade: a growing 
movement, particularly well developed in the UK, which empowers people at grassroots level not only to improve 
their own lives but also those of their community. That is why we offer our Global Handicrafts, fair trade, service.

Crossroads’ fair trade principles
•	 Fair price: Trading in ways that support sustainable answers to poverty.
•	 Fair share: Agreeing to appropriate profit share through dialogue and participation.
•	 Fair chance: Developing producers’ skill sets and access to new markets, local and global.
•	 Fair work: Ensuring no abuse of child labour, gender equity and safe conditions.
•	 Fair growth: Investing in community improvement, with producer cooperatives setting priorities.
•	 Fair deal: Ensuring transparency and accountability at each level of trade.
•	 Fair care: Applying environmentally responsible methods of production.
•	 Fair mind: Encouraging shoppers to buy fair trade. 

Our products can be bought online or, if preferred, Crossroads Global Village UK can bring a table to a fair, a confer-
ence, or any other relevant event. We can also bring fair trade products in conjunction with one of our simulation 
x-periences.

These women in Yunnan Province, China, faced a mas-sive problem after an earth-quake devastated their area. A fair trade initiative, Threads of Yunnan, transformed their lives. Drawing on years of tra-dition, they used embroidery to weave a new future. Not only did it generate income for their personal lives, but also helped their area obtain running water, better roads and improved educational opportunities for their lives.

FAIR TRADE: CRAFTING A NEW FUTURE
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Connecting people in a world of need

Find ways you can make a difference in a global village that needs you.

DONATE GOODS/SERVICES 
Would you like to donate goods or services for people in 
need?

DONATE FUNDS 
Even a small donation can help change lives.

DONATE TIME & TALENT 
Your time, talents, and skills can provide vital help, 
especially when given regularly.

 
BUY FAIR TRADE 
Empower people in poverty by buying their products 
through our services. 

WANT PARTNERS/PROJECTS? 
Interested in projects or partnerships suitable for compa-
nies, NGOs or educational institutions? Please ask!

BOOK AN X-PERIENCE 
Deepen your understanding by taking a few steps ‘in the 
shoes’ of people facing poverty, blindness, hunger, cross 
cultural challenges and more. Book as a group or for a 
team build. Debrief, afterwards, on ways to engage with 
global issues. 

CROSSROADS GLOBAL VILLAGE UK

www.crossroadsglobalvillage.org.uk
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